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We present a novel framework for automatically constraining parameters of compartmental models of neurons, given a large set of
experimentally measured responses of these neurons. In experiments, intrinsic noise gives rise to a large variability (e.g., in ﬁring pattern)
in the voltage responses to repetitions of the exact same input. Thus, the common approach of ﬁtting models by attempting to perfectly
replicate, point by point, a single chosen trace out of the spectrum of variable responses does not seem to do justice to the data. In
addition, ﬁnding a single error function that faithfully characterizes the distance between two spiking traces is not a trivial pursuit. To
address these issues, one can adopt a multiple objective optimization approach that allows the use of several error functions jointly. When
more than one error function is available, the comparison between experimental voltage traces and model response can be performed on
the basis of individual features of interest (e.g., spike rate, spike width). Each feature can be compared between model and experimental
mean, in units of its experimental variability, thereby incorporating into the ﬁtting this variability. We demonstrate the success of this
approach, when used in conjunction with genetic algorithm optimization, in generating an excellent ﬁt between model behavior and the
ﬁring pattern of two distinct electrical classes of cortical interneurons, accommodating and fast-spiking. We argue that the multiple,
diverse models generated by this method could serve as the building blocks for the realistic simulation of large neuronal networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Conductance-based compartmental models are increasingly used in the
simulationofneuronalcircuits(Bretteetal.,2007;Herzetal.,2006;Traub
et al., 2005). The main challenge in constructing such models that cap-
ture the ﬁring pattern of neurons is constraining the density of the various
membrane ion channels that play a major role in determining these ﬁring
patterns (Bekkers 2000a; Hille 2001). Presently, the lack of quantitative
data implies that the density of a certain ion channel in a speciﬁc den-
dritic region is by and large a free parameter. Indeed, constraining these
densities experimentally is not a trivial task to say the least. The develop-
mentofmolecularbiologytechniques(MacLeanetal.,2003;Schulzetal.,
2006,2007;Toledo-Rodriguezetal.,2004),incombinationwithdynamic-
clamp (Prinz et al., 2004a) recordings may eventually allow some of these
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parameters to be constrained experimentally. Yet to date, the dominant
method is to record the in vitro experimental response of the cell to a set
of simple current stimuli and then attempt to replicate the response in a
detailed compartmental model of that cell (De Schutter and Bower, 1994;
London and Hausser, 2005; Koch and Segev, 1998; Mainen et al., 1995;
Rapp et al., 1996). Traditionally, by a process of educated guesswork and
intuition, a set of values for the parameters describing the different ion
channels that may exist in the neuron membrane is suggested and the
model performance is compared to the actual experimental data. This
process is repeated until a satisfactory match between the model and the
experiment is attained.
As computers become more powerful and clusters of processors
increasinglycommon,thecomputationalresourcesavailabletoamodeler
steadily increase. Thus, the possibility of harnessing these resources to
the task of constraining parameters of conductance-based compartmen-
tal models seems very lucrative. However, the crux of the matter is that
now the evaluation of the quality of a simulation is left to an algorithm.
The highly sophisticated comparison between a model performance and
experimental trace(s) that the trained modeler performs by eye must be
reduced to some formula.
Previous studies have explored the feasibility of constraining detailed
compartmentalmodelsusingautomatedmethodsofvariouskinds(Achard
andDeSchutter,2006;Kerenetal.,2005;VanierandBower,1999).These
studies mostly focused on ﬁtting parameters of a compartmental model
to data generated by the very same model given a speciﬁc value for its
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parameters (but see (Shen et al., 1999)). As the models that generated
the target data contained no intrinsic variability, the comparison between
simulation and target data was done on a direct trace to trace basis.
In experiments, however, when the exactly same stimulus is repeated
several times, the voltage traces elicited differ among themselves to a
signiﬁcant degree (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995; Nowak et al., 1997).
Since the target data traces themselves are variable and selecting but
one of the traces must to some extent be arbitrary, a direct trace to trace
comparison between single traces might not serve as the best method
of comparison between experiment and model. Indeed, this intrinsic vari-
ability(“noise”)mayhaveanimportantfunctionalrole(Schneidmanetal.,
1998). Therefore, we propose extracting certain features of the voltage
responsetoastimulus(suchasthenumberofspikesorﬁrstspikelatency)
alongwiththeirintrinsicvariabilityratherthanusingthevoltagetraceitself
directly. As demonstrated in the present study, these features can then
be used as the basis of the comparison between model and experiment.
Using a very different technique, yet in a similar spirit, (Prinz et al., 2003)
segregated the behavior of a large set of models generated by laying out
a grid in parameter space into four main categories of electrical activity
as observed across many experiments in lobster stomatogastric neurons
(see (Goldman et al., 2001; Prinz et al., 2004b; Taylor et al., 2006)).
We utilize an optimization method named multiple objective optimiza-
tion (or MOO, Cohon, 1985; Hwang and Masud, 1979) that allows for
several error functions corresponding to several features of the voltage
response to be employed jointly and searches for the optimal trade-offs
between them. Using this optimization technique, feature-based com-
parisons can be employed to arrive at a model that captures the mean
of experimental responses in a fashion that accounts for their intrinsic
variability. We exemplify the use of this technique by applying it to the
concrete task of modeling the ﬁring pattern of two electrical classes of
inhibitory neocortical interneurons, the fast spiking and the accommo-
dating, as recorded in vitro by (Markram et al., 2004). We demonstrate
that this novel approach yields an excellent match between model and
experiments and argue that the multiple, diverse models generated by
this method for each neuron class (incorporating the inherent variabil-
ity of neurons) could serve successfully as the building blocks for large
networks simulations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Every ﬁtting attempt between model performance and experimental data
consists of three basic elements: A target data set (and the stimuli that
generated it), a model with its free parameters (and their range), and
the search method. The result of the ﬁtting procedure is a solution (or
sometimes a set of solutions) of varying quality, as quantiﬁed by an error
(orthedistance)betweenmodelperformanceandthetargetexperimental
data.
Search algorithm
Examples of search algorithms include, simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick
et al., 1983), evolutionary strategies algorithms (Mitchell, 1998),
conjugate-gradient (Press, 2002) and others. Cases of error functions
comprise mean square error, trajectory density (LeMasson, 2001), spike
train metrics (Victor and Purpura, 1996), and more (These two elements
arebyandlargeindependentofoneanotheri.e.,almostanyerrorfunction
can be used by almost any search algorithm. Thus, we address the two
issues separately).
In this study, we chose to use evolutionary algorithms. This class of
algorithms was shown by Vanier and Bower (Vanier and Bower, 1999)
to be an effective method for constraining conductance-based compart-
mental models. Our choice was motivated by the nature of these search
algorithms that explore many solutions simultaneously and are naturally
compatible with use on parallel computers. Brieﬂy, an evolutionary algo-
rithmisaniterativeoptimizationalgorithmthatderivesitsinspirationfrom
abstracted notions of ﬁtness improvement through biological evolution. In
eachiteration(generation),thealgorithmcalculatesthevalueofthetarget
function (ﬁtness) of numerous solutions (organisms). The set of all solu-
tions (the population) is then considered. The best solutions are selected
to pass over (breed) and be used in the next iteration. Solutions are not
transferred intact from iteration to iteration but rather randomly changed
(mutated) in various fashions. This process of evaluation, selection, and
newsolutiongenerationiscontinueduntilacertaincriterionforthequality
ofﬁtnessbetweenmodelperformanceandexperimentalresultsisfulﬁlled
or the allotted iteration number has been reached. Among the many vari-
ants of such algorithms, we decided to use a custom made version of
the elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) (Deb et al.,
2002) that we implemented in NEURON (Carnevale and Hines, 2005). We
use real-value parameters. The mutation we used was a time diminishing
non-uniformmutation(Michalewicz,1992).Namely,themutationchanges
the value of the current parameter by an amount within a range that
diminishes with time (subject to parameter boundaries). The crossover
scheme implemented is named simulated binary crossover (SBX) (Deb
and Agarawal, 1995) and aims at replicating the effect of the standard
crossover operation in a binary genetic algorithm. Thus, an offspring will
have different parameter values taken from each of the two progenitors
and some might be slightly modiﬁed. Lastly, we introduced a sharing
function (Goldberg and Richarson, 1987) to encourage population diver-
sity. This function degrades the ﬁtness of each solution according to the
number of solutions within a predeﬁned distance. Thus, it improves the
chancesofaslightlylessﬁt,yetdistinctsolutiontosurviveandpropagate.
Our tests of different mutation and crossover operators show that these
indeedaffectthespeedofprogressiontowardgoodsolutionsbutformost
forms of operators the ﬁtting eventually converged to similar degrees of
success.
Error functions
In this study, rather than suggesting a single optimal error function (which
might not even be possible to deﬁne in the most general case), we adopt
a strategy that allows several potentially conﬂicting error functions to
be used jointly without being forced to assign a relative weight to each
one. This method is entitled multiple objective optimization (Cohon, 1985;
Deb, 2001; Hwang and Masud, 1979). It arose naturally in engineering
where one would like to design, for instance, a steel beam that is both
strong (one objective) and light (second objective). These two objectives
potentially clash and are difﬁcult to weigh a priori without knowing the
precise trade-off.
Inbrief,anoptimizationproblemisdeﬁnedasaMOOproblem(MOOP)if
morethanoneerrorfunctionisusedandoneconsiderstheminparallel,not
by simply summing them. The main difference between single objective
optimizationthathasbeenpreviouslyused(AchardandDeSchutter,2006;
Kerenetal.,2005;VanierandBower,1999)andtheMOOisinthepossible
relations between two solutions. In a single objective problem, a solution
can be either better or worse than another, depending on whether its
error value is lower or higher. This is not the case in multiple objective
problems.Therelationofbetterorworseisreplacedbythatofdomination.
One solution dominates another if it does better than the other solution
in at least one objective and not worse than the other solution in all
other objectives. If there are M objective functions fj(x), j=1...M, then a
solutionx1 issaidtodominateasolutionx2 ifboththefollowingconditions
hold,
fj

x
1
≤ fj

x
2
forallj = 1...M (1)
fk

x
1
<f k

x
2
foratleastonek ∈ {1,2 ,...M} (2)
Thus, one solution can dominate a second one, the second can dominate
the ﬁrst, or neither dominates each other. Solutions are found to not
dominate each other when each is better than the other in one of the
objectivesbutnotinallofthem.Inotherwords,solutionsdonotdominate
each other if they represent different trade-offs between the objectives.
Indeed,thegoalofaMOOPistouncovertheoptimaltrade-offsbetweenthe
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Figure 1. Two classes of ﬁring patters in cortical interneurons. (A) Accommodating interneuron (red traces). Two experimental responses of the same cell to
a 2seconds long, 150pA depolarizing current. Time elapsed between the two responses is 10seconds. (B) Fast spiking interneuron (blue traces). Same current
input as in A. Membrane potential of all cells was shifted to −70mV prior to the current step injections. Note that these two exemplars of the electrical classes
are clearly distinct and that, for a given cell, there is a considerable variability between traces although the current input remains exactly the same (e.g., number
of spikes and spike timing). (C) Reconstructed nest basket cell interneuron used for simulations. Dendrites are marked in purple and axon in light gray.
different objectives (termed the pareto front, derived from pars meaning
equal in Latin) see Figure 4.
Feature-based error functions
Themultipleobjectivesweusedarefeaturesofthespikingresponsesuch
asspikeheight,spikerate,etc.(seebelow).Theerrorfunctionsweemploy
can,therefore,betermedfeature-basederrorfunctions.Theerrorvalueis
calculated as follows: for a given stimulus (e.g., depolarizing current step)
the value of each feature is extracted for all experimental repetitions of
that stimulus. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the feature values
is then computed. Given the model response to that same stimulus, the
value of the feature is extracted from the model as in the experimental
trace. Then the difference between the mean value of the experimental
responses and that of the model response is measured in units of the
experimental standard deviation. This is used as the error value for this
feature. For instance, if the feature considered is the number of action
potentials (APs) and the experimental responses to the stimulus elicited
on average seven APs with a standard deviation of 1, then a model with
eightAPswouldhaveanerrorof1.Similarly,ifthefeatureconsideredisthe
mean spike width which is experimentally, on average across repetitions,
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1ms with SD of 0.2ms, and the mean spike width in the model is 1.4ms,
thentheerrorinthiscaseis2.Anerrorof0inallfeatureswouldmeanafull
match between model performance and average experimental behavior.
The error functions we chose for the present study consist of
six features extracted from the response of cortical interneurons to
suprathresholddepolarizingstepcurrents:(1)spikerate;(2)anaccommo-
dationindex;(3)latencytoﬁrstspike;(4)averageAPovershoot;(5)average
depth of after hyperpolarization (AHP); (6) average AP width (Figure 2).
Spikerateiscalculatedbydividingthenumberofspikesinthetraceby
the duration of the step current (2seconds). The accommodation index is
deﬁnedbytheaverageofthedifferenceinlengthoftwoconsecutiveinter-
spikeintervals(ISIs)normalizedbythesummeddurationofthesetwoISIs.
It is along the lines of previously developed measures of accommodation.
Speciﬁcally,thelocalvarianceintroducedby(Shinomotoetal.,2003).The
equation for the accommodation index is as follows;
A =
1
N − k − 1
N 
i=k
(isii − isii−1)
(isii + isii−1)
(3)
Where N is the number of APs and k determines the number of ISIs
thatwillbedisregardedinordernottotakeintoaccountpossibletransient
behavior as observed in (Markram et al., 2004). The value of k was either
fourISIsorone-ﬁfthofthetotalnumberofISIs,whicheverwasthesmaller
of the two. Latency to ﬁrst spike is the time between stimulus onset and
the beginning of the ﬁrst spike (deﬁned as the maximum of the second
derivativeofvoltage).AverageAPovershootiscalculatedbyaveragingthe
absolute peak voltage values of all APs. Average AHP depth is obtained by
the mean of the minimum of the voltage trough between two consecutive
APs. Average AP width is calculated by averaging the width of every AP
at the midpoint between its onset and its peak. A schematic portrayal of
the extraction of these features is shown in Figure 2.
For each of the two neuron classes modeled, we injected three lev-
els of depolarizing current as in the experiments. For a given stimulus
strength, the error between model and experiments was calculated for
each feature. The ﬁnal error value for each feature was the average of the
errors calculated over the three levels of current pulses.
Cell model
Simulations were performed using NEURON 5.9 (http://www.neuron.
yale.edu; Carnevale and Hines, 2005). The cell used as the basis for
the model was a reconstructed nest basket cell interneuron (Figure 1C).
The model was composed of 301 compartments. Voltage-dependent ion
channels were inserted only at the model soma; for simplicity dendrites
and axon were considered to be passive. Dynamics of the ion channels
were taken from the experimental literature (see below). When possi-
ble they were obtained from studies performed on cortical neurons. Ion
channels were kept in their original mathematical description. The value
for the maximal conductance of each ion channel type was left as a
free parameter to be ﬁtted by the MOO algorithm. The 10 ion channels
that were used are listed below along with the bounds of the maximal
conductance. The lower bound was always zero. The upper bound (UB)
wasselectedbasedonestimatesonreasonablephysiologicalboundsand
later veriﬁed by checking that the acceptable solutions of the ﬁtting are
not affected by increasing the UB value. Unless otherwise noted, UB was
1000mS/cm2.
The following ion channels were used: persistent sodium channel,
Nap (Magistretti and Alonso, 1999); UB=100mS/cm2. All upper bounds
following will be in the same units. Fast inactivating sodium chan-
nel, Nat (Hamill et al., 1991); Fast-inactivating potassium channel, Kfast
(Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000); Slow inactivating potassium channel,
Kslow,( Korngreen and Sakmann, 2000); A-type potassium channel IA
(Bekkers, 2000b); Fast non-inactivating Kv 3.1 potassium channel, Kv3.1
(Rudy and McBain, 2001); M-type potassium channel Im (Bibbig et al.,
2001); UB 100. High-voltage-activated calcium channel, Ca (Reuveni et
al., 1993); UB 100. Calcium dependent small-conductance potassium
Figure 2. Feature extraction. Voltage response (top) to a step depolarizing
current (bottom) of the ﬁrst 200ms following stimulus onset of the trace dis-
played in Figure 1A. Extraction of the six features is schematically portrayed.
1, spike rate; 2, accommodation index (Equation 3); 3, latency to ﬁrst spike;
4, AP overshoot; 5, After hyperpolarization depth; 6, AP width. For values of
the different features in the case of the two electrical classes depicted in
Figure 1, see Table 1.
channel, SK (Kohler et al., 1996); UB 100. Hyperploarization-activated
cation current Ih (Kole et al., 2006); UB 100.
Wefoundthattherangeofthewindowcurrentofthetransientsodium
channel was too hyperpolarized for ﬁtting the AP features. Consequently,
thevoltage-dependenceofthischannelwasshiftedby10mVinthedepo-
larizeddirection.Forthesamereason,thevoltage-dependenceoftheKslow
channels was shifted by 20mV in the depolarized direction.
The MOO algorithm was run on parallel computers, either on a cluster
consisting of 28 Sun x4100, dual AMD 64 bit Opteron 280 dual core (total
of 112 processors), running Linux 2.6, or on a Bluegene/L supercomputer
(Adiga et al., 2002). Average run time of a single ﬁtting job on the clus-
ter was less than 1 day. Runtime on 256 processors of the Bluegene/L
was roughly equivalent to that of the cluster. Nearly linear speedup was
achieved for 512 processors by allowing multiple processors to simulate
the different step currents of the same organism.
Convergence of ﬁtting algorithm
The parameter set of the ﬁtting consisted of 12 parameters; the maximal
conductance of the 10 ion channels mentioned above and the leak con-
ductance in both the soma and the dendrites. Each run consisted of 300
organisms(300setsofparametervaluesevaluatedateachiteration).The
design of the genetic algorithm causes the best ﬁt for each objective to
survive from generation to generation (see above). This ensures that the
ﬁt at each succeeding generation is no worse than that in the previous
one. Our stop criterion for ﬁtting was the number of iterations which is
always 1000 in this study. We found that in our case, different choices in
thesamerangeofvalues(e.g.,1200iterationsand350organisms)didnot
lead to different results. Even signiﬁcant changes in these values (2000,
4000, 8000 iterations) do not lead to qualitatively different outcomes. For
each electrical class, the ﬁtting was repeated several times using dif-
ferent random seeds. Different seeds result in different initial conditions
and dissimilar choices in the stochastic search of the algorithm. The end
resultsofrunswithdifferentseedsdidnotproducequalitativelydissimilar
results.
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Table 1. Feature-based error targets for accommodating (AC) and fast spiking (FS) cortical interneurons.
Feature current amplitude (mean±SD) AC 150pA FS 150pA AC 225pA FS 225pA AC 300pA FS 300pA
Spike rate (Hz) 7±2.12 19±3.10 14.5±1.41 30±1.77 23±0.71 37±1.06
Accommodation index 0.0655±0.03 0.0082±0.0018 0.0235±0.005 0.0053±0.0013 0.0117±0.001 0.0044±0.0011
First AP latency (ms) 54±5.66 25.15±2.22 32.625±3.17 16.2±1.19 23.375±2.24 12.3±0.54
AP overshoot (mV) 28.48±2.16 12.98±0.60 27.02±1.83 9.96±0.65 25.77±1.78 5.41±1.09
AHP depth (mV) −53.4±0.18 −53.6±0.34 −51.5±0.19 −51.2±0.36 −49.4±0.01 −49.1±0.41
AP width (mV) 2.951±0.27 3.186±0.75 3.307±0.36 3.416±0.67 3.723±0.45 3.775±0.96
Table 2. Feature statistics for ﬁve accommodating interneurons (current input, 225pA).
Feature AC 1 AC 2 AC 3 AC 4 AC 5 Average
Spike rate (Hz) 14.3±0.91 16.4±0.42 16.7±0.76 8.7±0.27 14.5±1.41 14.6±3.39
Accommodation index 0.0172±0.0022 0.0178±0.001 0.0122±0.0015 0.0132±0.0014 0.0235±0.005 0.017±0.004
First AP latency (ms) 52.5±5.49 30.9±1.42 28.2±1.96 35.1±3.24 32.6±0.18 30.5±3.67
AP overshoot (mV) 18.8±0.49 19.4±0.77 13.3±1.35 7.7±0.97 27.0±1.83 17.8±7.45
AHP depth (mV) −51.2±0.29 −52.8±0.25 −48.7±0.34 −50.6±0.28 −51.5±0.19 −50.3±2.05
AP width (mV) 5.2±0.08 3.4±0.07 5.2±0.17 2.7±0.04 3.3±0.04 3.8±1.03
Experimental data
Theﬁringresponseoftwoclassesofinteneurons,fastspikingandaccom-
modating were taken from in vitro recordings of the rat somatosensory
cortex. The experimental procedures were published in (Markram et al.,
2004). Two cells, one fast spiking and the other accommodating, were
selectedfromourlargeexperimentaldatabase.Foreachcell,weselected
15 voltage traces (each 3seconds long); ﬁve repetitions for each of three
levelsofdepolarizingstepcurrents(150,225,and300pA).Foreachstim-
ulus strength, the mean and SD for each of the six features (see above)
was calculated; a summary is provided in Tables 1–3.
RESULTS
Figure 1 depicts the exemplars of the two classes that were the targets
of the ﬁtting. In order to demonstrate the intrinsic variability that these
neurons exhibit for a repeated (frozen) input, two repetitions of the same
2 second long, 150 pA depolarizing current are displayed for each class.
Note the difference in the two traces within class, albeit the fact that the
exactly same stimulus was given in the two cases. Our ﬁtting method,
therefore, aims at capturing the main features of these responses rather
than targeting a speciﬁc trace (see Methods).
The six different features chosen in the present study to characterize
the ﬁring patterns are depicted in Figure 2. Their corresponding experi-
mental target values (mean±SD) for the two classes is summarized in
Table 1. As can be seen in this table, the values of some of these features
are clearly distinct between the two classes, supporting the possibility
that the ﬁtting procedure will give rise to two different models (with differ-
ent sets of maximal conductances for the different ion channels current
chosen, see Methods) for these two different classes.
Table 2 shows the mean and variability of the features for the neuron
selected as the exemplar of the accommodating class (AC 5) alongside
four other neurons of the same class. Also given for each feature are the
class statistics obtained by taking the mean of each of the ﬁve neurons as
a single sample. As can be seen, the exemplar represents the class rather
faithfully, with somewhat more pronounced accommodation.
All that the algorithm requires are the target statistics – the mean and
SD of the different features. Thus, one can create a model based on the
statistics of each individual cell separately, or ﬁt directly the general class
statistics.Weﬁndthatthealgorithmmanagedtoﬁtallofthesingleneuron
statisticspresentedhereaswellastheclassstatistics. Table3showsthe
equivalent of Table 2 for the fast spiking class. As can be seen, the spike
rate feature is quite variable in this class.
InFigure3,theresultsofourﬁttingprocedurearedemonstratedforthe
exemplars of the two electrical classes (AC 5, FS 5). In Figure 3A, we plot
the progression of error values with generation for the accommodating
behavior. The error (y-axis) is composed of the sum of errors for six
Table 3. Feature statistics for ﬁve fast spiking interneurons (current input, 225pA).
Feature FS 1 FS 2 FS 3 FS 4 FS 5 Average
Spike rate (Hz) 30.1±0.65 47.3±2.44 46.6±1.88 26.7±0.91 30±1.77 36.1±9.97
Accommodation index 0.0047±0.0009 0.0026±0.0003 0.0022±0.0004 0.0079±0.0054 0.0053±0.0013 0.0045±0.0023
First AP Latency (ms) 15±0.5 8.8±0.43 11.4±1.11 10.3±0.25 16.2±1.19 12.3±3.17
AP overshoot (mV) 14.5±1.02 12.4±1.64 11.8±2.7 19.1±0.15 9.96±0.65 13.6±3.48
AHP depth (mV) −47.9±0.41 −52.6±1.32 −53.5±1.6 −51.6±0.19 −51.2±0.36 −51.4±2.15
AP width (mV) 2.7±0.04 2±0.12 2.1±0.18 2.8±0.3 3.4±0.67 2.6±0.58
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features and is thus six-dimensional. In order to simplify the graph, the
errorvaluesforthesixfeaturesareweightedequallyandsummedtoyield
a single error value. In this graph, the error value of the organism with
the minimal error of the total of the 300 evaluated in each generation is
plotted. Three repetitions of the ﬁtting with different random seeds are
shown. In the three cases, the ﬁnal iterations all converge to a similar
error value ranging between 5 and 7 (red error at right). This means that,
on average, every evaluated feature of the best model fell within one SD
of the experimental traces.
Figure 3B shows a response of the model that had the lowest error
valueatthelastiterationtoa225pA,2mslongdepolarizingcurrentpulse
Figure 3. Fitting of model to experimental traces using multi-objective
optimization procedure. (A) Convergence of summed errors for the accom-
modatingbehaviorwithgeneration.Errorsforthesixobjectives(inSDunits)are
weighted equally and summed to a single error value. In each generation, 300
sets of parameter values (values for maximal ion conductance) are evaluated
simultaneously. The error value for the set of parameters that yield the mini-
mal error is plotted. The three lines show the same ﬁtting procedure repeated
using different random initial conditions. (B) Comparison between one of the
experimental responses (red) of the accommodating neuron shown in Figure
1A, to a 225 pA, 2seconds depolarizing current pulse and the model response
(greentrace)tothesameinput,usingthebestsetofionchannelconductances
obtainedatthe1000thgeneration(pointdenotedbyredarrowinA).Thevalues
of the channel conductances (in mS/cm2) obtained in this ﬁt are: Nat =359;
Nap =0.00033; Kfast =423; Kslow =242; IA =99; Kv3.1=218; Ca=0.00667;
SK=32.8; Ih =10; Im =0; Leaksoma =0.00737; Leakdendrite =0.001. (C) Zoom
into the region marked by a black line in B. (D) Convergence of summed
errors for the fast-spiking behavior for the six objectives with generation as in
A. (E) Comparison between one of the experimental responses (blue) of the
fast-spiking neuron shown in Figure 1B, to a 225pA, 2seconds depolarizing
current pulse and the model response (green trace) to the same input, using
the best set of ion channel conductances obtained at the 1000th generation
(point denoted by blue arrow in D). The values of the channel conductances
(in mS/cm2) for this ﬁt are: Nat =172; Nap =0.1; Kfast =0.5; Kslow =199;
IA =51; Kv 3.1=89; Ca=0.00153; SK=97; Ih =4;I m =64; Leaksoma =0.06;
Leakdendrite =0.00163. (F) Zoom in to the region marked by a black line in E.
to allow a visual impression of the ﬁt (experimental response in red and
model in green). As can be seen, though the model was never directly ﬁt
to the raw voltage traces, the resulting voltage trace closely resembles
the experimental one. Indeed, zooming in into these traces (Figure 3C)
showsthatthegeneralshapeoftheAP(itsheight,width,AHPdepth)looks
very similar when comparing model and experiments. The same close ﬁt
between model and experiments is also obtained for the other class – the
fast spiking interneuron (Figures 3D–F).
Regarding the quality of ﬁt, one may see that the algorithm manages
to ﬁnd a good, but not perfect match to both target interneuron electrical
behaviors. As stated previously, when one wishes to ﬁt experimental data
with a limited set of channels, not ﬁnding a perfect ﬁt is hardly surprising.
This could be due to inaccuracies in the experimentally derived dynamics
of the channels or due to the fact that the real cell might contain on the
order of tens of channels inhomogenously distributed across the surface
of the dendrite and the model contains only 10 channels distributed over
the soma and a passive leak current in the dendrite and axon. It is also
important to note that there are a few signiﬁcant deviations between the
model derived from the feature-based error and the experimental traces.
This is most marked in the height of the ﬁrst spike (see for instance
Figures 3B and 3E). This could have been addressed by modifying the
details of the experimentally found Nat channel dynamics but we chose
not to do so.
Using MOO, we are interested in exploring the best possible trade-offs
between objectives as found at the end of the ﬁtting procedure. In order
to visualize this, the value of the error of each of the M different objectives
should be plotted against the error in the other objectives. In Figure 4,
we project this M-dimensional error space into a two-dimensional space,
choosingtwoexamples(Figures4Aand4B)outofthetotalofMchoose2
possible examples. Three hundred organisms (parameter sets) of the ﬁt-
ting of the accommodating behavior at the ﬁnal iteration (number 1000)
areshown.Thelineconnectingtheerrorvaluesofthesolutionsthatdonot
dominate each other (and thus represent the best tradeoffs) is the pareto
front (black dashed line). The line is obtained by ﬁnding the solutions that
do not dominate each other (for deﬁnition, see Methods) and connecting
them by a line (in two-dimensional space or the equivalent manifold in
higher dimensional space).
The goal of the ﬁtting procedure was to minimize each of the error
values. Though the full error and hence also the pareto front reside in
six-dimensional case, in order to visualize the pareto front, let us consider
the full error to consist of solely the two-dimensional projection under
consideration. Under that assumption, in the two-dimensional plot, the
best result would be to have points whose value is as close to zero in both
thexandydimensions.Ifavalueofzerocannotbesimultaneouslyreached
in both dimensions, then the exact nature of the trade-offs between the
two plotted error functions, i.e., the shape of the pareto front, becomes
of interest. While the shape of the front can be quite arbitrary, it is useful
to consider two different boundary cases in two dimensions. One is the
case in which there is no effective trade-off between the two objectives
(accommodationindexvs.APovershot,Figure4A).Inthiscase,intheleft
part of Figure 4A, the pareto front is almost parallel to the y-axis. Thus,
for the lowest value of the error in the AP overshoot (the x-axis) there is
a range of both high and low error values for the accommodation index
(y-axis). Naturally, the desired value would be that with the lowest error
in the y-axis. The same holds mutatis mutandis when one considers the
x-axis, as the pareto front in its lower part is parallel to the x-axis. Hence,
the best solution is clearly that in the lower left corner (black arrow). Note
that as a minimum in both error values can be achieved simultaneously
thereisnoeffectivetrade-offbetweenthetwoobjectives.Inthiscase,the
lower left point in the pareto front would also be the optimal solution for
weighted sums of the two objectives also when the weighting of the two
errors is not identical.
In contrast, the pareto front in Figure 4B (accommodation index vs.
spike rate) is not parallel to the axes. Thus, some of the points along
its perimeter will have lower values of one feature but higher values
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Figure 4. Objective tradeoffs – the pareto fronts. A–D. Fitting of the accommodating neuron displayed in Figure 1A. In both A and B, for each of the 300
parameter sets in the 1000th generation, the ﬁnal error values (in SD units) of two (out of the total of six) objectives (features) are plotted against each other.
Each circle represents the error resulted from a speciﬁc parameter set. The set of error values that provided the best trade-offs between the two objectives are
connected with a black dashed line (the pareto front, see Methods). Black arrows represent the errors corresponding to the solution depicted in Figures 3B,
3C. (A) AP overshoot versus accommodation index. (B) Accommodation index vs. spike rate. (C) Model response to 150pA, 2seconds depolarization using the
error values marked in B by the light green arrow at top left. The values for the channel conductances (in mS/cm2) in this case are: Nat =305; Nap =0.00565;
Kfast =38;Kslow =277;IA =19;Kv3.1=6;Ca=0.00477;SK=49;Ih =2;I m =0;Leaksoma =0.0044;Leakdendrite =0.001.(D)Modelresponseto150pA,2seconds
depolarization, using the error values marked in B by the dark green arrow at bottom right. The values of the channel conductances (in mS/cm2) in this case
are: Nat =389; Nap =0;K fast =29; Kslow =175; IA =122; Kv3.1=42; Ca=0.00606; SK=41; Ih =9;I m =0; Leaksoma =0.0034; Leakdendrite =0.001.
of the other one (e.g., the points marked by the three arrows). As the
minimal value of one feature can be achieved only by accepting a value of
the other objective higher than its minimum value, some trade-off exists
between these two features. Therefore, different decisions on the relative
importance of the two features will result in different points on the pareto
front considered as the most desired model. Accordingly, if one wishes
to sum the two errors and sort the solutions on the pareto front by the
value of this sum, different weighings of the two objectives will result in
different models considered as the minimum of the sum. The black arrow
in Figure 4B marks the point considered to be the minimum by an equal
weighting. Alternatively, putting more emphasis on the error in spike rate
(x-axis) would select a point such as that marked by the light green arrow
(top-left). Conversely, weighing the error in accommodation (y-axis) more
heavily will favor a point such as that marked by a dark green arrow
(bottom-right).
Figures 4C and 4D serves to demonstrate the effect of selecting
different preferences regarding the two features. Figure 4C shows the
response of the model that corresponds to the error values marked by
a light green arrow in Figure 4B (upper-left) and Figure 4D shows the
model response corresponding to the error marked by the dark green
arrow(lower-right),bothtoa150pA,2secondsdepolarizingstepcurrent.
As can be seen, spike accommodation of the light green model trace
(Figure 4C) is less pronounced than that of the dark green model trace
(Figure 4D). This is the reﬂection of the fact that the error value for
accommodation of the dark green model is smaller than that of the light
greenmodel.Ontheotherhand,inthelightgreenmodel,moreweightwas
given to the spike rate feature. Indeed, the light green trace has 14 APs
(exactly corresponding to the experimental mean rate of seven spikes per
second) while the dark green has only 13 APs. Note that similar variability
as depicted in these two model-generated green traces may be found in
theexperimentaltracesforthesamecellandsamedepolarizingstep.The
light green model trace is more reminiscent of the ﬁrst experimental trace
of the accommodating cell (Figure 1A upper-left) whereas the dark green
trace is more similar to the second (Figure 1A upper-right).
Figure 5 portrays the spread of model parameter values at the end
of the ﬁtting for both electrical classes (red – accommodating; blue –
fast-spiking). Each of the 300 parameter sets (each set composed of 12
parameters – the maximal conductance of the different ion channels)
at the ﬁnal iteration of a ﬁtting that passes a quality criterion is repre-
sented as a circle. The criterion in this case was an error of less than
2 SD in each feature. The circle is plotted at a point corresponding to
the value of the selected channel conductance normalized by the range
allowed for that conductance (see Methods). Since there are 12 param-
eters, it is difﬁcult to visualize their location in the full 12-dimensional
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Figure5. Parametervaluesofacceptablesolutions.A–B.Eachofthe300parametersetsattheﬁnaliterationofaﬁttingattemptthathasanerroroflessthan
2 SD in each objective is represented as a circle. The circle is plotted at the point corresponding to the normalized value of the selected channel conductance.
Red circles represent models of the accommodating neuron and blue represent models of the fast-spiking neuron. Plotted are the results of two out of the three
repetitions of the ﬁtting attempt shown in Figure 3. (A) The channels selected were: Nat,N a p, Kv3.1. (B) The channels selected were: Leaksoma,I m,I A. (C) As
in A and B, but here each of the parameter set for each of the 300 acceptable solution at the 1000th generation is depicted as a circle on a single dimensional
plot. The circle is plotted at the point corresponding to the normalized value of the channel conductance. Note that even when projected onto a single dimension
the two electrical behaviors occupy separate regions for some of the channels. (D) A subset of seven of the parameter sets of the accommodating behavior
displayed in red in B is depicted. Lines connect each set of parameters that correspond to an acceptable solution. Thus, each individual line represents the full
parameter set of a single model.
space.Thus,forillustration,weprojecttheparametervaluesofallmodels
onto a three-dimensional subspace (Figures 5A and 5B) and to one-
dimensional space for each of the 12 parameters (Figure 5C). Note that
many solutions overlap. Hence, the number of circles (for each class of
ﬁring types) might seem to be smaller than 300. In Figure 5D, a subset
of only seven solutions depicted in Figure 5C is displayed with differ-
ent colored lines connecting the parameters values of each acceptable
solution.
A few observations can be made considering Figures 5A–C. First,
there are many combinations of parameters that give rise to acceptable
solutions (i.e. non-uniqueness, see (Golowasch et al., 2002; Keren et
al., 2005; Prinz et al., 2003) and see below). Second, conﬁnement of
the parameters for the two different modeled classes (red vs. blue) to
segregated regions of the parameter space can be seen both in the three-
dimensionalspace(Figure5A)andeveninsomeofthesingledimensional
projections(forinstanceNat inFigure5C).Whileforothersubspaces,both
in three dimensions (Figure 5B) and single dimensions (for instance Im in
Figure 5C), the regions corresponding to the electrical classes are more
intermixed. Third, for some channel types, successful solutions appear
all across the parameter range (e.g., SK or Im) whereas for other channel
types (e.g., Ih or Kfast) successful solutions appear to be restricted to a
limited range of parameter values.
Figure6portraystheexperimental(red)versusmodel(green)variabil-
ity. The source of the variability of the in vitro neurons is most likely due to
the stochastic nature of the ion channels (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1995;
Schneidman et al., 1998). In contrast, the in silico neurons are determin-
istic and have no internal variability. Yet, if one considers the full group of
models generated to ﬁt one cell, differences in the channel conductances
may bring about similar variability. Thus, even though the sources of the
variability are disparate, the range of models may be able to capture the
experimental variability. As the number of repetitions performed experi-
mentally was low, we normalize the values of the different repetitions of
each cell to the mean and SD of that cell and pool all ﬁve cells together.
As can be seen in Figure 6, the models (green circles) manage to cap-
ture nearly the entire range of experimental variability (red circles) with
minimal bias.
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Figure 6. Experimental versus model variability – accommodating neu-
rons.ForeachoftheﬁvecellsshowninTable2,thevaluesofeachfeaturefor
the225pAstepcurrentisextractedforallrepetitions.Themeanofthefeature
value for each cell is subtracted and the result divided by the SD to arrive at
the normalized distance from mean. All repetitions of all ﬁve accommodating
cells have been pooled together and are displayed for each feature separately
(red circles). The same process is repeated for the single repetition available
for each of the 300 parameter sets that passed the 2 SD criterion (green
circles) at the end of the ﬁtting process of the accommodating exemplar
(AC 5 Table 2).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have proposed a novel framework for constraining
conductance-basedcompartmentalmodels.Itscentralnotionisthatrather
thantryingtoreducethecomplextaskofautomatedcomparisonbetween
experimental ﬁring patters of neurons and simulation results to a single
distanceparameter,oneshouldadoptamultipleobjectiveapproach.Such
an approach enables one to employ jointly more than a single error func-
tion, each comparing a different aspect (or feature) of the experimental
and model data sets. Different features of the response (e.g., spike rate,
spike height, spike timing, etc.) could be chosen according to the aim of
the speciﬁc modeling effort. The mean and SD of each feature is then
extracted from the noisy experimental results, allowing one to assess the
quality of the match between model and experiment in meaningful units
of the experimental SD. This framework generates a group of acceptable
models that collectively represent both the mean and the variance of the
experimental dataset. Whereas each individual model is still deterministic
and will represent only a single instance of the experimental response, as
a group the models capture the variability found experimentally.
Single versus multiple objective optimization
In order to assess the quality of the match between two voltage traces
(e.g., experimental vs. simulated) that exhibit spiking behavior, different
distance functions have been considered (Keren et al., 2005; Victor and
Purpura, 1996). These studies seek for a single error function to describe
the quality of the match between the two traces. However, given the
complicated nature of this comparison, one distance function might not
sufﬁce. For instance, while the trajectory-density error function accounts
fortheformofthevoltagetraceitexcludesthetimeparameter(LeMasson
and Maex, 2001). Yet, one would also like to capture aspects of timing
suchastheﬁrstspikelatencyorthedegreeofaccommodation.Inorderto
accomplishthis,anadditionalerrorfunctionmustbeintroduced.Onemay
still sum these different error functions to obtain a single value (Keren et
al., 2005); however, this potentially makes it difﬁcult to have the different
errorfunctionscontributeequallytothesum,asthereisnoguaranteethat
the error values are in the same range or magnitude. Hence, they would
requirebeingnormalizedoneagainsttheother.Theproblemisevenmore
acute if one wishes to ﬁt multiple stimuli with multiple error functions.
Even if the above-mentioned normalization can be accomplished, the
relative contribution of each of the error functions to the ﬁnal error value
must be assigned when they are summed. Yet, it seems very difﬁcult to
assign a speciﬁc value to the relative importance of two different stimuli,
forinstance,adepolarizingrampanddepolarizingstepcurrent.Howwould
one decide which of them should contribute more to the overall error?
Lastly, one must also account for the fact that different models are used
for different purposes, placing emphasis on diverse aspects of the model.
Forinstance,insomecasesitmightbeparticularlyimportanttomatchthe
ﬁrst spike latency as accurately as possible (e.g., in models of the early
visual system) while in other cases one might assign more importance
to the overall spike rate. Using MOO, the error values of different error
functions need not be summed and the problem of error summation is
never encountered.
Feature based error functions
Weoptedforfeature-basederrorfunctionsforsuprathresholddepolarizing
current steps for three main reasons. (i) Their ability to take into account
the experimental intrinsic variability; (ii) the clear demarcation of the elec-
trical classes that they provide (Table 1); and (iii) the ease of interpreting
the ﬁnal ﬁtting results (i.e., the errors measured in SD that have a direct
experimental meaning). Of course, using MOO one can employ any com-
binationofdirectcomparison(e.g.,meansquareerror)andfeature-based
error functions without being concerned by the fact that they return very
different error values.
While MOO provides clear advantages over single objective optimiza-
tion, the choice of the appropriate error functions must still be guided by
the speciﬁc modeling effort. Different stimuli will be well addressed by
different error functions. For instance, though mean square error is well
known to be a poor option for depolarizing step currents that cause the
model to spike (LeMasson and Maex, 2001), it is a reasonable measure
when the stimulus is a hyperpolarizing current.
The main disadvantage of direct comparison (as opposed to feature-
based errors) is the difﬁculty to incorporate the intrinsic variability of
the experimental responses. Calculating the mean of the raw voltage
responses will result in an unreasonable trace and any selection of a
single trace must be to some degree arbitrary. A second disadvantage is
the fact that direct comparison assigns an equal weight to every voltage
point which might lead to unequal weighting of different features. For
instance, the peak of a spike will be represented by very few voltage
points (as it is brief in time) while the AHP will include many more points.
Thus, a point-by-point comparison will allot more weight to a discrepancy
in the AHP depth than in the AP height. A ﬁnal disadvantage is that the
error value returned by a direct comparison is an arbitrary number that
is difﬁcult to interpret. This makes judging the ﬁnal quality of a model a
complicated matter.
Interpreting the end result of a multi-objective ﬁtting procedure
At the end of a MOO ﬁtting procedure, one is presented with a set of
solutions. For each of the solutions, the value of the different parameters
(in our case the maximal conductance of the channel types) and the error
valuesforallfeaturesareprovided.Afterathresholdfortheacceptanceof
solution is selected (e.g., an error of two SDs or less) one remains with a
set of points, in parameter and error space, deemed successful that must
be interpreted.
The location of successful solutions in error space can be used to plot
the pareto fronts that in turn map which objectives are in conﬂict with one
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another. This allows one to pinpoint where the model is still lacking (or
whichcombinationofobjectivesyetpresentsamoresigniﬁcantchallenge
for the model). The nature of the conﬂicting objectives might also suggest
whatcouldbemodiﬁedinthemodeltoovercomethisconﬂict.Forinstance,
if the value of the AHP is in conﬂict with the number of spikes, perhaps
one type of potassium channel is determining both features, and thus
another type of potassium channel may be added to allow minimization
of the error in the two objectives simultaneously. Note that this type of
information is completely lost if one uses single-objective optimization.
Furthermore, knowing which objectives are in conﬂict with one another is
particularly important if one wishes to collapse two objectives into one by
summing their corresponding error values. As noted in Figure 4 above,
if objectives are not conﬂicting, then their exact relative weighting will
not drastically affect the point considered as a minimum of their sum.
However if they are conﬂicting an algorithm that tries to minimize their
sum will be driven toward different minima according to the weighting of
the objectives.
Onemayemploythespreadofsatisfactorymodelsinparameterspace
to probe the dynamics underlying the models of a given electrical class.
Yet, the functional interpretation of the spread of maximal conductance
of channels for all acceptable solutions across their allowed range is not
trivial(Figure5)(Prinzetal.,2003;Tayloretal.,2006).Onebasicintuition
is that if the value of a parameter is restricted to a small range then the
channel it represents must be critical for the model behavior. Conversely,
if a parameter is spread all across the parameter range, i.e., acceptable
solutions can be achieved with any value of this parameter, the relevant
channel contributes little to the model dynamics. Care should be taken
when following this intuition since the interactions between the different
parametersmustbetakenintoaccount.Forinstance,ifthemodelbehavior
critically depends on a sum of two parameters rather than their individual
values (e.g., Na+K conductances) then the sum could be achieved by
many combinations. Thus, while each of these channels is critical, the
range of their values across successful solutions might be quite wide.
Similar considerations hold for different types of correlations between the
variables.
With the caveat mentioned above, it is still tempting to assume that
those parameters that have different segregated values in parameter
space are those that are responsible for the difference in the dynam-
ics of the two classes (accommodating and fast spiking) studied hereby.
This issue should be explored in future studies. Second, the fact that
there are no parameters for which one can ﬁnd many solutions crowded
on the upper part of the range and nowhere else (Figure 5C) sug-
gests that we have picked a parameter range that does not limit the
models.
Lastly, one must interpret the range of non-unique solutions. There
have been many studies on the subject of regulation of neuronal activity
and its relation to cellular parameters both experimental and computa-
tional(foracomprehensivereviewseeMarderandGoaillard,2006).Before
we discuss the results of our study, we deem it important to distinguish
between two types of non-uniqueness. The ﬁrst is non-uniqueness of the
model itself, namely, a situation in which two different parameter sets
result in the exact same model behavior. The second is non-uniqueness
introduced by the error functions, i.e., when two dissimilar model behav-
iorsyieldthesameerrorvalue.Forexample,consideranerrorfunctionthat
onlyevaluatestheoverallspikerateinagivenstimulus.Inthiscase,every
solution resulting in the same number of spikes (clearly a large group) will
receive the same error. Thus, in terms of the algorithm all these solutions
will be equally acceptable, non-unique solutions. Our study shows that
if one attempts to incorporate the experimental variability in the fashion
of this study a wide range of parameters can be construed as successful
solutions.Thisservestohighlightthatwhencomparingresultsofdifferent
ﬁtting studies or when attempting to relate the results of computational
studiestoexperiment,caremustbetakentoaccountforthemethodused
to determine under what conditions two solutions are considered to be
non-unique as it strongly affects the results yet might be over or under
Figure 7. A proof of principle: generating an additional electrical class
– stuttering neurons. (A) Experimental response of a stuttering interneuron
to 2seconds long, 150pA depolarizing current (Markram et al., 2004). (B)
Response of a model for this cell type to the same current input. A feature
that measures the number of pauses in the ﬁring response has been added
to the other six features used before. This demonstrates that with this addi-
tional feature one can obtain a qualitative ﬁt of the stuttering electrical class.
The values of the channel conductances (in mS/cm2) obtained in this ﬁt are:
Nat =479; Nap =0;K fast =482; Kslow =477; IA =99; Kv3.1=514; Ca=6.57;
SK=85.4; Ih =0;I m =2.36; Leaksoma =0.00684; Leakdendrite =0.015.
restrictive. In summary, the set of models deemed ultimately successful
willdependonthenon-uniquenessofthedynamicsofthemodelitself(ﬁrst
kind) but just as importantly on the error function chosen (second kind).
We note that one could constrain the number of non-unique models to a
greatdegreebyforcingthemtofallinaccordancewiththeshapeofasin-
glevoltagetrace.However,sincethespeciﬁcvoltageproﬁleisintrinsically
variable, this might not be the appropriate way of reducing the number of
solutions.
By using an error function that attempts to capture certain features
but does not constrain by one particular voltage trace, the acceptable
models we found of the two electrical classes occupy, at least for some
model parameters, a few signiﬁcantly sized “clouds” in parameter space
(Figure5A).Eachcloudviewedonitsownseemsfairlycontinuousandthe
two electrical behaviors are well separated in these parameter spaces.
Since at this point the model was constrained using only limited data
(recordings only from the soma, one kind of (step current) stimulation,
etc.) we view the fairly large and dense space of successful solutions as
animportantresult,asitleavesroomforfurtherconstrainingofthemodel
withadditionaldata.Indeed,weproposethatoneshouldattempttosepa-
rately ﬁt the model to signiﬁcantly different types of stimuli (ramp current,
sinusoidal current, voltage clamp, etc.) applied to the same cell and then
examine the overlap of the solutions for different stimuli in parameter
space.
Anumberofimportantexperimentalstudieshaveexploredtherelation
between single channel expression and the ﬁring properties of neurons
(MacLean et al., 2003; Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004; Schulz et al., 2006,
2007). The results of (Schulz et al., 2006, 2007) show that although
the conductance of some channels may vary several fold, the pattern
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of expression of certain channels can still serve to distinguish between
different cell types. By incorporating the experimental variability into our
ﬁttingmethodinsteadofﬁttingtoasinglevoltagetrace,wearriveatsimilar
results.Namely,weﬁndawideparameterrangethatproducesacceptable
solutions for each class, yet the two classes are clearly distinct in some
of the subspaces of the full parameter space.
Future research
This framework opens up many interesting avenues of inquiry. Ongoing
research at our laboratory aims at connecting the constraints imposed
by single cell gene expression on the type of ion channels for a given
electrical class (Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004) to this ﬁtting framework.
Another challenge is generalizing this framework to additional stimuli
(ramp, oscillatory input, etc.) and additional features that were not used
in the present study (e.g., “burstiness,” see Figure 7). Another interesting
issue is the feasibility of ﬁnding an optimal stimulus (or a minimal set
of stimuli) alongside with the corresponding set of error functions that,
when used jointly with MOO, yield a model that captures the experimental
behavior for a large repertoire of stimuli that were not used during the
ﬁtting procedure. The relation of the features of such an optimal stimulus
set to those features found experimentally to have an important discrimi-
natory role among the electrical classes (Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004)i s
yet of further interest. Yet another question is, in what fashion does tak-
ing the experimental variability into account, as we did, affect the shape
of the landscape of acceptable solutions in parameter space (the “non-
uniqueness” problem)? As the main purpose of this study was to present
a novel ﬁtting framework, these issues were left for a future effort.
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